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ENTRY INTO PATTERN FOR 360 DEGREE OVERHEAD BREAK

If the traffic permits at a non-controlled airport, or if the tower will approve it at a con-
trolled airport. the best way for a formation to enter the pattern and land is to use the 360 degree
overhead break. The following are the procedures to use for entry into the pattern for such a break
(assuming,the active runway is runway 36 and that a left break is the normal pattern for that run-
way).

More than ten miles out frani the field the Section Leader advises the Wingman that he is
going to the local weather frequency briefly to get the weather and the surface winds at the field.
After listening to the local weather the Section Leader returns to the tactical frequency and advises
the Wingman of the activ~ runway. the surface winds, any weather and traffic at the field .

.,
At ten mjles out the Section Leader gives the Wingman the signal to go to Unicom or

tower frequency and calls Unicorn or tower that a flight of tvio Stearmans is ten nules South re-
questing a 360 degr~e overhead left break for runway 36. advising that the fljght will "can one
mile initial." The Section Leader gives the Wingman the signal to descend and starts a power on
descent to reach the initial point one rmle from the approach end of the runway at traffic pattern
altitude, or the altitude given by the tower, on the runway heading.

Between ten rlliles out and tbe initial point the Section Leader puts the Wingman in eche-
lon right and gives him a signal for the number of seconds for the break (assume 5 seconds). One
mile from the approach end of the mnway (the initial point) the Section Leader calls Unicorn or
the'tower, "-Leader's call sign), Flight of two Stearmans one mile initial for 360 degree overhead
left break for runway 36." and gives the Wingman the signal to descend. The Section Leader
should make a power on descent to arrive at the approach end of the runway at traffic pattern alti-
tude, on the center line of the runway at cmising airspeed or above. The Wingman should not get
sucked during the descent, concentrating on maintaining position to arrive at the break in perfect
echelon right.

360 DEGREE OVERHEAD BREAK AND LANDING

As the Section Leader crosses the numbers of the runway he gives the Wingman the
breakup signal, holds up five fingers, kisses off the Wingman and breaks left sharply using a 45
degree angle of bank.. The Section Leader does not reduce his power. holds his altitude and rolls
out of his turn after 90 degrees (in this example on a heading of 270 degrees). After flying perpen-
dicular to the runway a short distance the Section Leader banks left again, turning another 90 de-
grees to line up on the downwind leg, a wingtip out from the runway, on a heading of 180 degrees
at traffic pattern altitude, as illustrated below. At the approach end of the runway the Section
Leader reduces power, calls base leg and executes an approach to land long on the runway, well
beyond the numbers, landing on the centerline of the mnway. When the Section Leader's aircraft
is under control and the rollout ended he taxies his aircraft to the "cold" side of the runway
(assuming a left turnoff from the runway is required the left side of the runway is the "cold" side).
and calls the Wingman on the radio, "Lead's cold left."

The Wingman, when observing the Section Leader's break, begins to count, "One thou-
sand one, one thousand two, one thousand three, one thousand four, BREAK." While
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doing this the Wingman looks to his left for a landmark off his left wingtip. At the word
"BREAK" the Wingman banks sharply to his left using a 45 degree angle of bank.

Leaving his power untouched and maintaining traffic pattern altitude, the Wingman
rolls out of his tum after 90 degrees, putting the nose of his aircraft on the landmark that had
been offhis left wingtip. He looks at the SectiolllLeader and, when the Section Leaqer is
approximately 45 degrees if front of the Wingman's left wing, the Wingman begins his
second 90 degree tum to line up on the downwind leg directly behind the Section Leader and
at traffic pattern altitude. When the Wingman arrives at the downwind end of the runway he
extends his downwind as required to take up a proper interval on the Section Leader's
aircraft, reduces power, calls base leg and executes an approach to land just beyond the
numben on the centerline of the runway. If the Wingman has used the correct interval on
the Section Leader he will probably receive the Section Leader's "cold left" call before the
Wingman touches down, but this is not a requirement for landing. However, safety is
paramount and, if the Wingman is in any doubt about the position of, or the condition of the
Section Leader's aircraft, be should not hesitate to GO AROUND. Stearman pilots flying
formation should be proficient at precision landings and should be able to land at any desired
spot on the runway.

360 Degree Overhead Break and Landing
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DOVVNWIND ENTRY INTO PATTERN FOR LANDING

If the tower at a controlled airport, or congested traffic at an uncontrolled airport, will not
perITllta 360 degree overhead break to a landing, the Section Leader can put his Wingman in eche-
lon right and enter the pattern in the standard manner for a downwind entry, approaching the
downwind leg at a 45 degree angle and turning right when a wingtip's distance from the runway.
The Section Leader gives the Wingman the signal for break up and kiss off when abeam the ap-
proach end of the runway. turns base and flies an approach to land long on the runway's centerline,
well beyond the numbers. The Wingman continues flying downwind to take up a proper interval on
the Section Leader so that he can tum base and fly an approach that will permjt him to land just be-
yond the numbers on the runway centerline about the time the Section Leader ramos. "Lead's cold left"

NOTE: The above procedure can be used for section tactics only, because the Section
Lead.er can turn into his Wingman at any time, which permits the Section Leader to tum 'right when
a wingtip's distance from the mnway. A Division Leader cannot. turn into his echelon, so he must
enter the pattern as explained below.

B. DIVISION TACTICS

GENERAL

As noted above, when two sections fly together, or if a third plane joins a section to form a
"Vee". the resulting formation is a division and the number 1plane is the Division Leader. The
number 2 plane is the Division Leader's Wingman, the number 3 plane is the Second Section
Leader and the number 4 plane is the Second Section Leader's Wingman. There are five principal
formation arrangements for a division: (1) Fingertip Four Strong llight (or left); (2) Echelon Right
(or left); (3) Trail (Line Astem): (4) Diamond; and (5) Enroute. Each of these is discussed and il-
lustrated below.

FINGERTIP FOUR STRONG RIGHT
The basic formation arrangement for a division is "Fingertip Four Strong llight", or simply.

"Fingertip Right." In this formation alTangement, illustrated below, the Division Leader's Wing-
man (No.2) flies in parade on the Division Leader's left wing. That side of the fOlmation is known
as "the weak sid.e." The Second Section Leader (No.3) flies in parade on the Division Leader's
right wing and his Wingman (No.4) flies in parade on the Second Section Leader's right wing.
That side of the formation is known as "the strong side." Fingertip Left is the mirror image of Fin-
gertip right.

Whenever the Division Leader changes the division to another formation alTangement from
Fingertip he must return the division to Fingertip before putting it into any other formation ar-
rangement. Fingertip Right (or left) gives the Division Leader maximum maneuverability for the
division since he can tum right or left at any time. As noted above, each plane in the division ride
high or low when the Division Leader turns, as illustrated below, resulting in each Wingman of the
division having the same sight picture of the aircraft he is flying parade on during the1turn.
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Fingertip Four Strong Right

Fingertip Right in Turn Riding High
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ECHELON RIGHT

~ In Echelon Right Nos. 2, 3, and 4 fly in parade off the Division Leader's right wing,
as illustrated below.

Echelon Right

To have the division go from Fingertip Right to Echelon Right the Division Leader
gives the signal for a crossunder to No.3 first, then to No.2. No.3 passes the signal to No.4
while looking at the Division Leader. No.3 then moves his section out and down The
Bearing Line to give No.2 room to execute a crossunder beneath No.1. After No.2 is in
position on No.1, No.3 moves his section back up The Bearing Line and into position on
No.2. This change is illustrated below.
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Going From Fingertip Right to Echelon Right

~
\

TRAIL POSITION (LINE ASTERN)

In the trail position Nos. 2, 3, and 4 take up position directly behind and stepped
down on the Division Leader, as illustrated below. To have the division go from Fingertip
Right to Trail the Division Leader gently porpoises his aircraft. No.2 moves dO\vTI and
behind the Division Leader. No.3 moves down and back behind No.2 and No.4 moves
down and back behind No.3. When all aircraft are in the Trail position No.4 calls, "Four's
in."



Trail Position (Line Astern)

DIAMOND
In the diamond position No.4 takes up position in the "slot" directly behind and

stepped down on the Division Leader, and stepped down on Nos. 2 and 3, all in the parade
position, as illustrated below. To have the division go from Fingertip Right to Diamond the
Division Leader gives the signal to No.3, who relays it to NO.4. When No.4 is in the slot
position No.3 gives a thumbs up to No.1.
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Diamond Position

(,

BREAKUP AND RENDEZVOUS (JOIN UP)
The breakup for a division is the same as for a section, as described above. When a

division joins up it always takes up the Fingertip formation arrangement. Thus, if the
Division Leader turns right to begin the rendezvous all aircraft turn right to join up on him.
No.2 joins on the Division Leader's right wing in parade position on the inside of the tum
F.ll1dstays there. Nos. 3 and 4 join up on the outside of the tum in parade position on the
Division,Leader's left wing.

If the Division Leader turns left to begin the rendezvous No.2 joins on the Division
Leader's left wing,on the inside of the turn and stays there. Nos. 3 and 4 join up on the
outside of the turn in parade position on the Division Leader's right wing.
ENTRY INTO PATTERN FOR 360 DEGREE OVERHEAD BREAK

A division uses the same procedure for entry into the pattern for a 360 degree
overhead break to landing'as described above for a section except that the Division Leader,
after placing ,his division into echelon right cannot turn right because of another cardinal
rule of formation flying:

WHEN FLYING AS DIVISION LEADER NEVER TURN INTO YOUR ECHELON
Thus, the Division Leader should leave his division in Fingertip Right until he has

lined his flight up with the runway heading on the way to the initial point. When lined up
with the runway the Division Leader should put his flight in Echelon Right in time for his

{
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wingmen to go from Fingertip Right to Echelon Right and dress the echelon before reaching the
field. All Wingmen should concentrate on arriving at the field in perfect Echelon Right.

DO\VN\VIND ENTRY INTO PATTERN FOR LANDING
Again, the Division Leader should leave his division in Fingertip Right until he has lined

the flight up on the downwind leg parallel to the runway. He must put his fli'ght in Echelon Right
in time for the wingmen to dress the echelon by the time the division reaches the downwind leg.

BRIEF AND DEBRIEF

The Federal Aviation Regulations require pilots who intend to fly formation to brief to-
gerher before taking off for the flight. The JLFC Jays heavy emphasis on a mandatory briefing be-
fore a formation flight and a mandatory debriefing after the flight.

A JLFC briefing before a formation flight covers: the purpose of the mission, the weather,
the flight call si.gn, the alternate lead, a time hack (everyone synchronizes their watch with that of
the Leader). radio frequencies to be used, taxi, run up. line up for takeoff, takeoff, join up, hand
signals. the working area and altitude, bingo fuel, descent, approach. interval on the break and
landing.

A JLFC debriefing involves a critique of problem areas, and covers timing, communica-
tion, lead signals. basic flying and questions by the Wingman or Wingmen.
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ATT ACHMENT A

ST ANDARD FORMATION HAND SIGNALS USED BY STEARMAN FOIUrl.A TION
PILOTS

A. GENERAL

The Leader should look at the Wingmen when giving the hand signal. The Wingmen should
acknowledge that they have received and understood the signal by giving head nods to the
Leader. If a Wingman is unsure of the signal he should not move his head or acknowledge the signal
in any way. If the Leader does not receive a head nod from his Wingman he should repeat the signal
until he receives a head nod. All signals by the Leader should be given with the throttle hand and ann
while flying the aircraft with the stick hand. When flying in a division all signals are passed down
the line while looking at the Division Leader. Some signals, such as turn left or right, climb or
descend, are courtesy signals and will sometimes not be given by the Leader if the Wingmen are
experienced. During early fonnation training the Leader should give the Wingmen such signals. A
thumbs up means ready to go or action completed. A thumbs down or a negative head shake means
all is not well or cannot comply.

B. STANDARD HAND SIGNALS

1. CROSSUNDER--SECTION

For the Wingman in a Section to cross under, the Section Leader's ann is held up towards the
Wingman, bent 90 degrees with fist clenched, no ann movement, as illustrated below:

2. CROSSUNDER-DIVISION

For the second Section in a Division (Nos. 3 and 4) to cross under, the Division Leader's ann is
held as illustrated above towards the Section Leader of the second section (No.3) with multiple
up-and~down arm pumps.
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3. GO TO TR.t\JL (LINE ASTERN)-SECTION

Section Leader's arm is held up towards Wingman, bent 90 degrees, with fist clinched and thumb
pointing rearward, motioning aft.

4. GO TO TRAIL-DIVISION

Division Leader gently porpoises his aircraft several times.

5. RETURN TO ECHELON OR FINGERTIP RIGHT FROM TRAIL-SECTION OR
DIVISION

Leader rocks his wings gently. then begins a turn of 10-15 degrees angle of bank right or left. The
first dip of the Leader's \vings may signify the direction in which the Leader will turn. however,
this is not always the case and the Wingmen should be prepared for the Leader to turn either way.

6. BEGINNING A TURN IN PARADE

Leader nods head in the direction of the turn.

7. ROLLING OUT OF A TURN IN PARADE

Leader's hand extended with fingers forward, palm flat and vertical, moving as if to slice a cake,
pointing at 12 o'clock.

8. BEGINNING A CLIMB

Leader's hand extended with lingers forward and palm down, with forward and upward hand motion.

9. BEGINNING A DESCENT

Leader's hand extended with fingers forward and palm down, with forward and downward motion.

10. LEVELLING OFF

Leader's hand extended with fingers forward and palm down, moving back and forth in the horizontal.

11. ADD POWER

Leader's fist clinched, arm in forward motion (alternatively. Leader nods head forward towards
instrument panel).
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12. REDUCE POWER

Leader's hand extended with palm open, facing rearward, motioning to rear (alternatively.
Leader nods head backwards towards rear of aircraft).

13. GO TO ENROUTE POSITION-SECTION OR DIVISION

Leader yaws his aircraft with rudder.

14. RETURN TO PARADE FROM ENROUTE POSITION-SECTION OR DIVISION

Leader rocks his wings gently.

15. GO FROM FINGERTIP RIGHT TO ECHELON RIGHT-DIVISION

Division Leader gives section cross-under signal first to NO.3. then to No.2. No.3 passes the sig-
nal to No.4. No.3 moves his section out and back down The Bearing Line to give No.2 room to
execute a cross-under. When No.2 is in position Nos. 3 and 4 move back up The Bearing Line into
position.

16. GO FROM FINGERTIP RIGHT TO DIAMOND-DIVISION

Division Leader's arm is held up towards No.3, bent 90 degrees with four fingers extended, then
Leader closes his fist with thumb pointing rearward, motioning aft. No.3 relays the signal to No.
4, who moves into the slot position. When No.4 is in position No.3 gives the Division Leader a
thumbs up signal.

17. GO FROM DIAMOND TO FINGERTIP RIGHT

Division Leader gently rocks his wings. then starts a turn into No.3, the Second Section Leader.
No.4 moves to No.3' s right wing in parade position.

18. LEAD CHANGE

Leader looks at Wingman, pats top of head and points index finger at Wingman who is to take the
lead. The Wingman who is to take the lead acknowledges the Leader's signal by patting the top of
his head and pointing forward.

19. BREAKUP AND RENDEZVOUS (JOIN UP)

Leader puts Wingman (and second Section if a Division) in Echelon Right, holds up arm with fist
clinched and index finger pointing upward. I Leader moves index finger in circling motion, fol-
lowed by a display of fingers showing the number of seconds for the break. When the Wingman
(No.2) acknowledges the breakup signal Leader kisses off the Wingman and breaks left. When all
Wingmen are in trail and have called, "Two's in" or "Four's in," Leader begins a turn to the right
or left (10-15 degrees angle of bank) for Wingmen to rendezvous.
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20. BREAKUP FOR LANDING.

As above but without the rendezvous.

21. FUEL STATE INQUIRY

Leader holds up arm, fist clinched and thumb extended towards his open mouth.

22. '''INGMAN'S RESPONSE TO FUEL STATE INQUIRY

Wingman holds up four fingers to signal he has a full ta~k of fuel: three fingers to signal 3/4 of
a tank two fingers to signal half a tank; and one finger to signal 1/4 tank.

23. CAN'T HEAR RADIO TRANSMISSIONS

Pilot with radio trouble moves open palm back and.forth past his ear.

24. CAN'T TRANSMIT

Pilot moves open palm back and forth across his mouth.

25. IN-FLIGHT EMERGENCY

Pilot with problem holds a clenched fist against his forehead. This is followed by holding up
one or more fingers to signal the HEFOE Code. One finger signals a Hydraulic problem (not
applicable to Stearmans); two fingers for Electrical: three fingers for Fuel: four fingers for
Oxygen (not applicable to Stearmans): and five fingers for Engine.

26. GO BUTTON TWO

Leader Taps ear and holds up two fingers. If Wingmen have the second frequency tuned in and
need only touch the change frequency button on the radio, they reach for the button while
looking at the leader.

27. FREQUENCY CHANGE

If the leader signals or radios a frequency changed to an unbriefed frequency. or if the
Wingmen must tune their radios to a new frequency, all wingmen must move out on The
Bearing Line before changing frequencies. Mid air collisions can occur during frequency
changes if this rule is not followed.

28. NUMBERS

For numbers one through five leader holds up index finger vertically for number one, first two
fingers for number two, three fingers for number three, four fingers for number four and four
fingers and thumb for number five. For numbers six through nine leader holds index finger
horizontally for number six, first two fingers horizontally for number seven, etc. For zero the
leader makes a clinched fist.
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ATT ACHMENT B

RADIO PROCEDURES USED BY STEARMAN FORMATION PILOTS

GENERAL

In formation flying radio transmissions are kept to a minimum through the use of hand sig-
nals between the leader and the wingmen. However, some standard radio calls are part of forma-
tion flying. The most common of these. and their meanings, are stated below.

"Two's off." The wingman in a section has completed his takeoff.

"Four's off." Only the No.4 aircraft calls when all aircraft in a division have completecl
their takeoffs.

"Two's in." The wingman in a section is in position in trail.

"Four's in." Only the No.4 aircraft calls when all aircraft in a division are in position in
trail.

"Charlie Flight check in." Leader calls for all wingman to call in on the assigned fre-
quency.

"Two. Three, Four." Wingmen in a division each check in on the assigned frequency.

"Lead's cold left (or right)." The leader has landed, his aircraft is under control and he has
taxied to the "cold side" of the runway (the side which will put him in position to turn off the ruo-
.way).

"Two's cold left" or right (section) or "Four's cold left" or right (division). All wingmen
have landed, their aircraft are under control and they are taxiing to the ':cold" side of the runway.
preparing to taxi to the ramp in formation behind the Leader.

"Lead's aborting!" The leader has aborted his takeoff.

"Two's underrunning." The wingman in a section has a broken join up and is going well
below and behind the Section Leader.

"Go drag" The leader wants his wingmen to go into an extended trail

(
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